VETERANS
SERVICES
MISSION

The Philanthropy Roundtable launched its Veterans Program in 2012 to help donors make
their giving for veterans more strategic and consequential — ultimately empowering and
equipping veterans as they transition from military service to civilian life.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

We are committed to

We see recent veterans as a

an asset to American life after
their service.

philanthropy that ameliorates
any challenges of military
service and empowers veteran
success after service.

new “greatest generation”
with enormous potential for
leadership in our society.



Provides customized assistance and private consultation for donors committed to supporting
veteran empowerment



Serves as an incubator for groundbreaking, donor-inspired initiatives, such as the Independence
Project



Convenes private and regional events designed for like-minded donors



Explores the most-pressing veteran issues in our highly-regarded series of guidebooks and
quarterly magazine Philanthropy

Visit PhilanthropyRoundtable.org/veterans for timely articles from
Philanthropy magazine or to request a copy of one of our guidebooks.

UNIFORM CHAMPIONS

Uniform Champions

We believe that veterans are

A Wise Giver’s Guide to Excellent Assistance for Veterans

MEYER

Donors eager to offer charitable assistance to veterans asked The
Philanthropy Roundtable in 2012 to establish one of the country’s
very earliest advisory programs on this subject. The first product was
a practical guidebook, called Serving Those Who Served, which profiled
nonprofits (many of them brand new) showing promise in this field.
Five years later, here is a valuable successor volume. It looks at
assistance for veterans from the other side of the table—chronicling
the most successful funders in this area, and what they’ve learned,
through real-life experience, about the best ways to boost men and
women entering civilian life after military service.
In these pages, you’ll hear the stories of a dozen and a half of
the country’s savviest donors in this area—a mix of individuals,
foundations, and corporate benefactors. Some of these givers focus
their charitable work entirely on vets. Others added this worthy
population to other philanthropic priorities. All are paragons of smart,
efficient, effective giving.
This guidebook is built on years of advisory work, scores of firsthand interviews, and careful research and analysis. It includes a statistical
appendix offering a range of indicators on the status of veterans (some
of them pointing in surprisingly different directions from conventional
news portrayals), an up-to-the-minute review of services provided by
government, and many details for donors anxious to be as helpful as
possible to those who have worn our nation’s uniform.

Uniform
Champions
A Wise Giver’s Guide to Excellent Assistance for Veterans
Thomas Meyer

PhilanthropyRoundtable.org
(202) 822-8333

Free copies of this guidebook are available to qualiﬁed donors.
Print and e-book versions can be purchased from major online booksellers.
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Veteran disability reform



Veteran employment and entrepreneurship



Veteran health



Social and community integration



U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs policy
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We reached out to The Philanthropy Roundtable for support in hosting a symposium
focused on the skills gap and how corporate and private philanthropy can have an
impact. The Roundtable...guided our planning team in creating and delivering a
first class symposium. Through thoughtful program development advice and making
key introductions, The Philanthropy Roundtable enabled us to develop a powerful
agenda and an impactful two day meeting. We are now better equipped to mobilize
a philanthropic community towards closing the skills gap and better preparing our
transitioning veterans and opportunity youth for meaningful careers.
— Marcus Ruzek, Marcus Foundation

Lauren Augustine leads the Veterans Program, which was founded following a strong interest
by donors in effective solutions to assist the more than 3.2 million post-9/11 military veterans.
Lauren has knowledge to help advise and guide donors who want to assist veterans transition into
productive civilian lives.
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Veterans Services Program Manager
laugustine@PhilanthropyRoundtable.org
202.826.8606

